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Abstract: Collembola (springtails) are an early diverging class of apterygotes, and mark the first
substantial radiation of hexapods on land. Despite extensive work, the relationships between major
collembolan lineages are still debated and, apart from the Early Devonian fossil Rhyniella praecursor,
which demonstrates their antiquity, the time frame of springtail evolution is unknown. In this study,
we sequence two new mitochondrial genomes and reanalyze all known Collembola mt-genomes,
including selected metagenomic data, to produce an improved phylogenetic hypothesis for the group,
develop a tentative time frame for their differentiation, and provide a comprehensive overview
of gene order diversity. Our analyses support most taxonomically recognized entities. We find
support for an Entomobryomorpha + Symphypleona clade, while the position of Neelipleona could
not be assessed with confidence. A Silurian time frame for their basal diversification is recovered,
with an indication that divergence times may be fairly old overall. The distribution of mitochondrial
gene order indicates the pancrustacean arrangement as plesiomorphic and dominant in the group,
with the exception of the family Onychiuridae. We distinguished multiple instances of different
arrangements in individual genomes or small clusters. We further discuss the opportunities and
drawbacks associated with the inclusion of metagenomic data in a classic study on mitochondrial
genome diversity.
Keywords: springtails; basal hexapods; Neelus; Dicyrtomina; mitogenomics; metagenomics;
divergence times

1. Introduction
Collembola, commonly referred to as springtails, is an ancient group of primitively wingless
Hexapoda and represent the first substantial radiation of the group following the invasion of land.
During their long evolutionary history, springtails have adapted to almost any ecosystem on Earth,
from Antarctic ice-free areas to highlands in the Himalayas and the Australian deserts, dwelling in soil,
in leaf litter, or on vegetation [1–3]. With 9000 described species, they are an important component
of soil biodiversity, and recent data suggest that the current estimate of 50,000 undescribed species
may, in fact, be a large underestimation [4]. The oldest fossils of Collembola, and hexapods in general,
date back to the Early Devonian (~ 400 Millions of years ago, Mya), and were found in the Rhynie chert
deposits of Scotland [5–7]. The taxonomic attribution of these fossils, generally identified as Rhyniella
praecursor, has been the subject of some debate [8]. Currently, the identification of R. praecursor as a
collembolan is widely accepted, although it remains to be clarified whether the Rhynie chert fossils
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can be identified as one species of the family Isotomidae [7], or may be assigned to as many as three
different springtail groups [8] (D’Haese, personal communication).
Although the position of springtails within the arthropod tree has been challenged in the past [9,10],
their monophyly has never been questioned and is supported by morphological and molecular data.
Collembola are characterized by the presence of a springing organ (furca or furcula), derived from
appendages of the fourth abdominal segment, and a ventral tube, derived from appendages of the first
abdominal segment, mainly involved in fluid balance and sometimes used as a sticky organ [3].
Despite the many attempts to define the evolutionary relationships between major lineages,
the application of both morphological and molecular data has not been successful, to date,
in resolving inter-order relationships conclusively, as their reciprocal position in springtail
phylogenetic reconstructions differs based on the morphological and/or molecular character set applied.
Traditionally, two main groups were identified within Collembola: Arthropleona (Entomobryomorpha +
Poduromorpha), characterized by an elongated body and the abdominal segments (I–IV) generally
separated by an intersegmental membrane; and Symphypleona sensu lato (Symphypleona sensu stricto
+ Neelipleona), which instead display a globular-shaped body with fused abdominal segments [11].
Since the work of Cassagnau [12] and Massoud [13], it is nevertheless now widely accepted that
four orders of Collembola should be considered: Entomobryomorpha, Neelipleona, Poduromorpha,
and Symphypleona. D’Haese [14], studying the distribution of 131 different morphological characters,
recovered Poduromorpha as basal and Entomobryomorpha as a sister group to a Symphypleona +
Neelipleona clade, thus hypothesizing a paraphyletic status of Arthropleona. More recently, based on
the study of tibiotarsal chaetotaxy, Zhang and Deharveng [15] suggested that Poduromorpha may
occupy a basal position in the class and that Entomobryomorpha may be paraphyletic, as the family
Entomobryidae clusters, in their reconstructions, with the Symphypleona. This possibility was also
supported by Carapelli [16], based on the analysis of concatenated 13 mitochondrial protein-coding
genes. Noteworthy, no representative of Neelipleona was included in the two latter analyses.
Globular-shaped Collembola (i.e., Neelipleona and Symphypleona) have been generally considered the
most derived springtail groups based on morphology, while molecular analyses repeatedly suggested
a basal position for both groups [17–19]. When species from all the four orders of Collembola are
included in phylogenetic analyses using nuclear ribosomal genes as markers, Neelipleona are recovered
as the most primitive taxon, sister group to all others: (Neelipleona, (Symphypleona, (Poduromorpha,
Entomobryomorpha))) [19–21].
Although the development and application of molecular techniques have provided new insights
into the order-level phylogeny of Collembola, evolutionary relationships between major lineages
are still far from being resolved with confidence, and the amount of phylogenetic information is
highly unbalanced—dedicated to solving the relationships among recently derived, rather than
early-diverging, taxonomic groups. One possible hurdle may be unbalanced taxon sampling, as most
studies included a large proportion of sequences from Poduromorpha and Entomobryomorpha, with a
more limited sampling of Symphypleona and only scant data from Neelipleona. In fact, of the 15
complete or almost complete mitochondrial genomes (mtDNAs) determined to date, only two are from
Symphypleona (i.e., Bourletiella arvalis and Sminthurus viridis) and none from Neelipleona. Furthermore,
even though ribosomal sequences are available from both large and small nuclear subunits, the use of
different domains by different authors prevents the assembly of a taxon-balanced and taxon-rich dataset.
The usefulness of mitochondrial DNA for phylogenetic purposes is well-established and associated
to its genetic and biological properties. Mitogenomes are, with minor exceptions, maternally inherited,
haploid, homologous, characterized by different rates of nucleotide substitution in different genes that
make them suitable for resolving relationships at different taxonomic levels. The mitochondrial genome
typically includes 37 genes: 13 protein-coding genes (PCGs) involved in the oxidative phosphorylation
process (atp6 and atp8, cox1-3, cob, nad1-6, and nad4L), 22 genes encoding for transfer RNAs (trnX,
where X stands for the amino acid one-letter code), and two genes encoding for ribosomal subunits
(rrnS and rrnL), alongside a non-coding region, referred to as A + T-rich or control region, in which the
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sequences for initiation of replication and transcription are present [22]. Although the number/type
of mitochondrial genes is almost invariable within major metazoan groups, the order in which they
are arranged along the organelle chromosome can vary. Modifications in the gene order (GO) are
nevertheless rare events, and the chance of one and the same arrangement arising by convergence
in two unrelated lineages is extremely low. As such, a shared re-arrangement can be interpreted as
a solid indication for common ancestry [22–24]. So far, only four different gene arrangements have
been identified in Collembola [10,16,25]: GO1, which is the most frequent gene order observed among
springtails and corresponds to the ancestral gene order for Pancrustracea; GO2, which is shared among
species of the family Onychiuridae and characterized by the translocation of two tRNAs (i.e., trnSuga
and trnQ); GO3, described in S. viridis and distinguished from the ancestral one by three translocations
(trnF, trnT and trnP), and one translocation plus inversion (trnD); GO4, observed in Podura aquatica,
characterized by two tRNA translocations (trnW and trnY).
In the present study, an enlarged mitogenome data set of 31 springtail species, including two new
mitochondrial genomes from the species Dicyrtomina saundersi Lubbock, 1862 (Symphypleona) and
Neelus murinus Folsom, 1896 (Neelipleona), as well as metagenomic data from [26], is used to investigate
the evolutionary relationships between lineages at the order/family level and to identify the time
frame of Collembola initial diversification and evolution. A larger dataset of complete/semicomplete
genomes is also used to identify the possible occurrence of new gene orders.
This study was designed to create the blueprints necessary to shed light on the polarity of changes
in the collembolan body plan that occurred in early-diverging lineages (e.g., whether globular or
elongated shape of the specimens’ body is plesiomorphic for the class), as well as to contextualize
major shifts in collembolan evolution in the correct geological/ecological background (e.g., transition to
terrestrial environment and collembolan origin/diversification). Finally, the utility and possible
drawbacks of the inclusion of metagenomic data into a classic mitochondrial genomic study were
evaluated. The results will contribute to enriching our understanding of hexapod evolution, in its
earliest stages, a frequently neglected issue in modern phylogenetic studies.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Sequencing of the Mt-genomes of Dicyrtomina saundersi and Neelus murinus
Soil samples were collected near Castello di Belcaro (Siena, Italy: 43◦ 180 25.31” N; 11◦ 170 26.56” E)
and the microfauna extracted in a Berlese-Tullgreen funnel. Several specimens of D. saundersi and N.
murinus were morphologically identified and stored at -80 ◦ C until molecular analyses. DNA extraction,
amplification, sequencing, and assembly/annotation of the genome closely followed [27]. PAUP* (v 4.0,
Sinauer Associates, Sunderland, Massachusetts) [28] was used to calculate base frequencies along
each entire genome, for concatenated PCGs oriented on the same strand and for each codon position
separately. Strand asymmetry was computed following the formulae proposed by Hassanin et al. [29]:
AT-skew: [A%] − [T%]/[A%] + [T%]; CG-skew: [C%] − [G%]/[C%] + [G%].
2.2. Phylogenetic Analysis
All available complete or semi-complete mitochondrial genomes of Collembola were downloaded
from GenBank in April 2019 alongside those of Daphnia pulex (Crustacea, Branchiopoda), Japyx solifugus
(Diplura, Japygidae), and Trigoniophthalmus alternatus (Microcoryphia, Machilidae) as outgroups (see
GenBank records for sequence reference). The two new sequences determined in this study, D. saundersi
and N. murinus, were added to the collection. Individual PCGs were extracted based on the original
annotations using an in-house perl script. Scaffolds from the metagenomic study in Cicconardi et al. [26]
were revised to identify sequences that, based on the original annotations, (a) correspond to complete
or semi-complete mitochondrial genomes, with a minimum of 32 annotated genes; and (b) include
taxonomic information at least to the family level (Table 1).
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Table 1. Data set used for the phylogenetic and dating analyses. See Table S1 for complete information.
Accession
Number/Scaffold

Family
(Class for
Outgroup)

Species

PCGs

Genes

GO

NC_039558.1
MG701393
s6802
NC_010534.1
NC_032283
s6241
NC_005438
NC_010533.1
NC_024155.1
KU198392
NC_037610.1
s6653
s8783
s5537
s7289
s6464
NC_010535.1
EU124719.1
NC_011195.1
MH155200
s6565
s7305
NC_002735.1
NC_006074.1
s6480
s6543
s6532
s6379
NC_006075.1
NC_010536.1
s7124
NC_000844
NC_007214
NC_010532

Bourletiellidae
Dicyrtomidae
Dicyrtomidae
Entomobryidae
Entomobryidae
Hypogastruridae
Hypogastrurudae
Isotomidae
Isotomidae
Isotomidae
Isotomidae
Isotomidae
Isotomidae
Isotomidae
Isotomidae
Entomobryidae
Neanuridae
Neanuridae
Neanuridae
Neelidae
Neelidae
Neelidae
Onychiuridae
Onychiuridae
Onychiuridae
Onychiuridae
Onychiuridae
Onychiuridae
Poduridae
Sminthuridae
Tullbergiidae
Branchiopoda
Diplura
Microcoryphia

Bourletiella arvalis
Dicyrtomina saundersi
gen. sp. 1
Orchesella villosa
Orchesella cincta
gen. sp.
Gomphiocephalus hodgsoni
Cryptopygus antarcticus
Folsomotoma octooculata
Folsomia candida
Cryptopygus terranovus
Folsomia candida 1
Parisotoma notabilis L1
Parisotoma notabilis L2
Desoria trispinata 1
Lepidocyrtus curvicollis
Friesea antarctica AP 2
Friesea antarctica VL 2
Bilobella aurantiaca
Neelus murinus
Megalothorax minimus
gen. sp.
Tetrodontophora bielanensis
Onychiurus orientalis
Deuteraphorura sp.
Thalassophorura sp. 1
gen. sp.
gen. sp.
Podura aquatica
Sminthurus viridis
gen. sp.
Daphnia pulex
Japyx solifugus
Trigoniophthalmus alternatus

13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
12
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13

37
37
37
37
37
37
37
37 3
37
37
37
37
32
37
37
37
37
37
37 4
34
37 5
37
37
34
37
37
37
37
34
37
35 5
-

GO1
GO1
GO1
GO1
GO1
GO1
GO1
GO1
GO1
GO1
GO1
GO1
GO1
GO1
GO1
GO1
GO1
GO1
GO1
GO1
GO1
GO1
GO2
GO2
GO2
GO2
GO2
GO2
GO4
GO3
GO1
-

1

Taxonomic identification updated. 2 Formerly known as Friesea grisea, AP and VL refer to samples collected
in Antarctic Peninsula and Victoria Land sites, respectively. 3 Genome includes a supernumerary copy of trnL1,
most likely a pseudogene. 4 Genome includes a supernumerary copy of trnL1 and trnS2, most likely pseudogenes.
5 Missing part of one PCG.

Original automatic annotations were revised by: (a) resubmitting raw sequences to the MITOS
webserver [30] to obtain complete automatic annotations and related statistics; (b) comparing
automatically annotated sequences of PCGs with preliminary alignments of manually annotated
genomes, and (c) overlaying all genes (including those encoding for rRNAs and tRNAs) throughout the
genome to visualize overlaps/spacers. The taxonomic attribution of scaffold sequences was updated
comparing cox1 sequences with the species level- and all-barcode collections in the Barcode of Life Data
System (BOLD) [31], and considering sequences with a similarity > 99%. DNA sequences of individual
PCGs were retro-aligned using RevTrans (2.0 b) [32] based on their amino acid alignment produced
using MAFFT (v. 7.309) [33]. A total of 15 single base uncertainties were fixed to the most common
state observed in related sequences to guarantee compatibility with downstream software/scripts.
Each gene alignment was filtered with Gblocks (v. 0.91 b) [34] to eliminate regions of unreliable
alignment under ‘strict’ settings (i.e., all characters with a gap/missing base in at least one sequence
were removed). The absence of three sequence segments (one gene in the nad1 data set, two partial
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genes in cob and nad5), due to incomplete sequences and not uncertainties in the alignment process,
was allowed. Single gene alignments were concatenated to produce the final data set.
The most appropriate partitioning scheme and evolutionary model associated to each charset
(see below) were determined using PartitionFinder (v. 2.1.1) [35]. Initial blocks were defined dividing
the data by strand, by codon position, and by gene family (ATPases, Cytochrome oxidases, cob and
NADH dehydrogenases), for a total of 15 initial blocks, and then re-associated using the greedy search
algorithm based on corrected Akaike Information Criterion values into an optimal set of 12 partitions
and evolutionary models: GTR + I + Γ in all partitions, except for third codon positions in ATPases
(HKY + I + Γ) and third positions in NADH dehydrogenases (GTR + Γ). Bayesian phylogenetic
analyses were conducted on the complete data set and on first and second codon positions only
using MrBayes (v. 3.2.7a) [36]. Two parallel runs of four chains each were conducted for 50 million
generations, and the resulting trees and posterior probabilities were summarized, following analysis of
run traces in tracer (v. 1.7.1) [37], excluding the initial 20% generations as burn-in. The resulting trees
were visualized using Figtree (v. 1.4.4) [38].
2.3. Dating Analysis
The two data sets described above were used for a series of dating analyses using a relaxed
clock in BEAST (v. 1.10.4) [38]. Different calibration points were applied to test the sensibility of the
analysis to different priors (Table 2). In all analyses, the split between D. pulex and Hexapoda (i.e.,
the root of the tree) was set at 510 Mya (monophyletic, normal prior: 510 ± 7 Mya) and the split
between J. solifugus + T. alternatus and Collembola was set at 485 Mya (monophyletic, normal prior:
485 ± 6 Mya). These correspond to dates, with confidence intervals, obtained from the analysis
of a large phylogenomic data set in Rehm et al. [39], corroborated by almost identical estimates,
based on a similarly extensive data set, in Rota-Stabelli et al. [40]. Based on the observation that in
our analyses J. solifugus clusters with T. alternatus (at variance with the aforementioned studies that
would suggest a closer relationship of Collembola and Diplura [17]), and given the open discussion on
the relationships/monophyly of Entognatha and the hypothesis that Diplura may in fact be an early
offshoot on the branch leading to Insecta [41,42], the second calibration point was assigned to the split
between J. solifugus + T. alternatus and Collembola. Different combinations of calibration points were
used in ingroup taxa.
The occurrence of the fossil R. praecursor [5–7] which, with some uncertainty [3,8], is generally
considered a representative of family Isotomidae or Entomobryomorpha at large from the Pragian/
Givetian period of the early/middle Devonian [14,43,44], was used to calibrate the basal
split of Entomobryomorpha (i.e., with R. praecursor interpreted as an isotomid) or the split
between Entomobryomorpha and Symphypleona (i.e., with R. praecursor interpreted as a basal
Entomobryomorpha) as older than 391 Mya (gamma prior: shape 1.1, scale 20, offset 391).
The occurrence of the fossil Permobrya mirabilis [45], identified as belonging to the family Entomobryidae,
with some resemblance to modern Lepidocyrtinae, and dated to the upper Permian middle Ecca
age of South Africa [46] was used to calibrate the split of Isotomidae vs. Entomobryidae (i.e.,
with P. mirabilis interpreted as an entomobryid) or the split between Orchesellinae and Lepidocyrtinae
(i.e., with P. mirabilis interpreted as related to Lepidocyrtinae with the exclusion of Orchesellinae) as
older than 280 Mya (gamma prior: shape 1.1, scale 35, offset 280; see Table 2 for complete information).
Each analysis consisted of 50 million generations in BEAST (v. 1.10.4) [38] with partitioning and
evolutionary model estimated in PartitionFinder (see above), an uncorrelated log-normal relaxed clock
and a Yule tree prior to starting dates set at peak estimates (normal calibration points) or at 5 My before
the limit (gamma calibration points). Runs were evaluated for convergence in Tracer (v. 1.7.1) [37] and
the resulting trees and posterior probabilities summarized using Logcombiner after discarding 10% of
generations as burn-in. The resulting tree was visualized using Figtree (v. 1.4.4).
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Table 2. Calibration points and estimated age, with 95% Highest Posterior Density (HPD), in My of key
groups. Dates refer to the crown group, not including the stem.
Priors 1
1:
2:
1:
2:
1:
2:
5:
4:
1:
2:
5:
4:
1:
2:
5:
1:
2:
5:
1:
2:
5:
3:
1:
2:
5:
3:
1:
2:
4:
1:
2:
4:

N510
N485
N510
N485
N510
N485
G280
G391
N510
N485
G280
G391
N510
N485
G280
N510
N485
G280
N510
N485
G280
G391
N510
N485
G280
G391
N510
N485
G280
N510
N485
G280

Neelipleona

Diversification
of 4 Groups 2

248
(222–275)
227
(201–254)

335
(295–367)
334
(305–363)

348–391
(323–413)
328–382
(301–406)

392
(391–396)

296
(270–322)

352
(326–376)

419–437 3
(432–448)

((S,E),(P,N))

414 3
(395–433)

392
(391–396)

283
(250–315)

367
(336–400)

421–437 3
(411–452)

((S,E),(P,N))

404
(386–423)

358 3
(338–377)

329
(314–346)

266
(242–292)

335
(304–375)

374–404 3
(354–423)

((S,E),(P,N))

409
(390–427)

379
(359–399)

322
(309–337)

252
(224–279)

357
(330–384)

366–409
(348–427)

((S,E),P),N)

414
(403–426)

369 3
(352–386)

339
(324–355)

278
(255–301)

336
(310–361)

394–414 3
(391–426)

((S,E),(P,N))

425
(409–439)

398
(382–414)

333
(317–349)

269
(240–296)

369
(337–396)

393–425
(391–439)

((S,E),P),N)

391
(340–435)

357
(316–408)

294
(280–350)

248
(202–298)

337
(258–392)

348–391
(310–435)

((S,E),P),N)

391
(371–411)

360
(338–380)

280
(280–298)

236
(212–262)

342
(314–368)

341–391
(322–411)

((S,E),P),N)

Collembola

Poduromorpha

Entomobryiomorpha Symphypleona

391
(368–413)
382
(356–406)

356
(332–381)
349
(323–375)

295
(270–323)
265
(237–292)

437
(426–448)

387 3
(368–404)

437
(426–452)

Phylogeny 4
((S,E),P),N)
((S,E),P),N)

1

Calibrations applied. N510: normal distribution, mean 510 Mya, standard deviation 7 Mya; N485: normal
distribution, mean 485 Mya, standard deviation 6 Mya; G391: gamma distribution, shape 1.1, scale 20, off-set
391Mya (fossil R. praecursor); G280: gamma distribution, shape 1.1, scale 35, off-set 280 Mya (fossil P. mirabilis).
Nodes to which calibrations were applied. 1: split between D. pulex and Hexapoda; 2: split between Collembola
and the branch leading to higher insects; 3: split between Symphypleona and Entomobryomorpha, representing
an older limit for fossils that may be attributed to basal Entomobryomorpha (R. praecursor); 4: split between
Isotomidae and Entomobryidae, representing an older limit for fossils that may be attributed to basal Isotomidae or
Entomobryidae (R. praecursor or P. mirabilis, in different analyses); 5: split between Lepidocyrtinae and Orchesellinae,
representing an older limit for fossils that may be attributed to basal Lepidocyrtinae (P. mirabilis). 2 Time range from
basal diversification of Collembola and the earliest appearance of all four major groups. 3 Age of Poduromorpha
based on a node that does not include sequence s7124_Tullbergiidae, as this taxon does not cluster with the group.
4 E: Entomobryomorpha; N: Neelipleona; P: Poduromorpha; S: Symphypleona. In bold, the taxon with whom
sequence s7124_Tullbergiidae clusters.

2.4. Gene Order
The gene order of publicly available mitochondrial genomes of Collembola was obtained from
GenBank and/or from the original publications. Automatic annotations of scaffolds sequenced in [26]
were transformed in gene order data using an in-house perl script. Following the observation
that largely incomplete scaffolds tend to have annotation errors (unpublished observation, [30]),
only scaffolds with more than half annotated genes (i.e., 19) were retained for analysis, and all scaffolds
displaying a gene order different from known ones were manually revised. Some shorter scaffolds
were analyzed for comparison (see Results). The occurrence and distribution of different gene orders
were plotted over the phylogenetic tree in [26]. Given the peculiarities of the data set, a less-stringent
approach was applied in the interpretation of gene order data: (a) scaffold with 37 annotated genes in
known order were regarded as ‘complete’ although many were missing part of the A + T rich region;
(b) incomplete genomes were deemed ‘compatible’ with a known gene order, unless they display gene
order differences; (c) two genomes were deemed as ‘sharing a translocation’ even if only one among
the source or endpoint of one translocation was available in one of the genomes (see Discussion for a
justification of this approach).
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3. Results
3.1. Description of Two New Genomes
The mitochondrial genome of D. saundersi (Table S2) is a circular molecule of 15,045 bp.
The sequence of the mitochondrial genome of N. murinus (Table S3) could not be completely
determined. The sequenced portion—13,992 bp in length—is missing three tRNAs (trnI, trnQ
and trnM), as well as a portion of the rrnS and the A+T-rich region. Notably, although the genome of
N. murinus was not sequenced completely, amplifications were successfully performed which cross
the undetermined portion, thus confirming the circularity of the genome. The annotated genome
sequences were deposited in GenBank under accession numbers: MG701393 (D. saundersi) and
MH155200 (N. murinus). In both genomes, most of the mitochondrial genes are oriented on the same
strand (i.e., the J-strand). The canonical start codon (ATA/ATG, encoding for Methyonine) is used in
most of the PCGs in both mtDNAs (7/13 in D. saundersi and 8/13 in N. murinus), whereas in all other
instances, a codon for Isoleucine is observed (Tables S2 and S3). Incomplete stop codons (TA-/T–),
most likely post-transcriptionally restored into complete stop codons [47], are observed in most PCGs
of the D. saundersi genome and six genes of N. murinus. The occurrence of intergenic spacers is limited
in both genomes, with a maximum of 7 and 3 intergenic nucleotides, respectively, in D. saundersi and
N. murinus. Gene overlaps are observed in both mitogenomes, with the longest being a 46-nucleotides
overlap between atp6 and cox3 in N. murinus mtDNA (Tables S2 and S3). In both mitochondrial
genomes, genes are oriented along the organelle chromosome, following the ancestral Pancrustacea
arrangement. The overall nucleotide composition of both genomes is biased toward a higher content of
As (38.5% and 35.4% in D. saundersi and N. murinus, respectively) and Ts (33.1% and 30.6%, respectively;
Tables S2 and S3).
The strand bias commonly observed between the J- and N- filaments of animal mtDNAs (that
are usually A+C- and T+G-rich, respectively, and therefore display AT- and CG-skew values that are
positive for the J-strand and negative for the N-strand [29]) is generally observed in both genomes.
Exceptions are: a) J strand AT-skew in both genomes, that is strongly negative for second codon
positions and reflects on a mildly negative value overall; and b) J strand CG-skew of D. saundersi,
limited to first codon positions, that is negative (Figures S1 and S2).
3.2. Data Set
Revision of the taxonomic attribution of sequence scaffolds led to the improvement of three
annotations and the correction of one. Scaffold s6653 was identified as Folsomia candida, scaffold s7289
as Desoria trispinata, scaffold s6543 as Thalassophorura sp. Scaffold s6802, originally automatically
annotated as Entomobryidae gen. sp. based on two dubious records in the all-barcode collection,
was reannotated as Dicyrtomidae gen. sp. (Table 1). Starting with 12,127 aligned sites and after the
exclusion of 27% on the total data set (5–90% gene-wise), the final data set used for the phylogenetic
and dating analyses was composed of 34 sequences by 8862 characters, with a completeness of 99.5%.
3.3. Phylogenetic Analysis
The phylogenetic analysis produced two trees, one based on the complete data set and one on
the first and second codon positions only. In this latter tree (Figure 1), Collembola are recovered
as monophyletic, as well as the four orders (Entomobryomorpha, Neelipleona, Poduromorpha,
and Symphypleona). Three species (Folsomia candida, Friesea antarctica, and Parisotoma notabilis),
5 genera and 6 out of 7 families for which more than one representative was included were similarly
recovered as monophyletic. The only exception was the family Hypogastruridae, which appears to be
paraphyletic, as scaffold s6241 (Hypogastruridae) is basal to the Gomphiocephalus hodgsoni + Neanuridae
+ Poduridae clade. Intermediate and recent nodes show full support (posterior probability = 1), while the
basalmost nodes are less supported (1 > p.p. > 0.86). Orders Symphypleona and Entomobryomorpha
form a monophyletic clade that is, in turn, associated with Poduromorpha. Neelipleona is recovered
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(HPD)), and the time frame for the diversification of the four collembolan orders is 421–437 Mya (411–
452, 95% HPD). Family level diversification begins at 414 Mya (395–433, 95% HPD) and all 7 families
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Comparing distinct analyses, differing in the inclusion of third codon positions and/or in the
use of alternative calibration points in the ingroup, it is possible to observe that phylogenetic
relationships between orders, in line with the phylogenetic analysis, are recovered according to two
models: (a) (((Symphypleona+Entomobryomorpha), Poduromorpha), Neelipleona) in 6/10 cases and
(b) ((Symphypleona+Entomobryomorpha), (Poduromorpha+Neelipleona)) in 4/10. In the first case,
scaffold s7124 (Tullbergiidae gen. sp.) generally clusters at the base of Poduromorpha; and in the second
at the base of Neelipleona, making Poduromorpha paraphyletic. A pattern can be observed where runs
with no or weak ingroup calibrations tend to produce the first model, with s7124 within Poduromorpha,
while runs where one or two ingroup constraints are imposed that force the associated nodes backward
in time tend to produce the second model, with s7124 associated with Neelipleona. Phylogenetic
relationships at the family/genus level tend to be stable and in line with the phylogenetic analysis.
In terms of dates, the time range for the basal diversification of Collembola orders is placed, in the
analyses based on different calibration points, in the Silurian or Devonian. The analysis with only
outgroup calibration points produces the most recent dates (late Devonian to early Carboniferous).
The addition of ingroup calibration points (minimum ages) tend to gradually shift nodes backwards.
The addition of P. mirabilis associated to Lepidocyrtinae places the diversification of collembolan orders
in the middle Devonian; the further addition of R. praecursor associated to basal Entomobryomorpha
further moves the node to the early Devonian. The interpretation of R. praecursor as a representative of
family
Isotomidae
P. mirabilis
Diversity
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Figure 2. Dated tree based on first/second positions, see Table 2 (4th row) for complete prior information.
Figure 2. Dated tree based on first/second positions, see Table. 2 (4th row) for complete prior
Red insets indicate prior probability for node age, left to right: D. pulex vs. Hexapoda, Collembola vs.
information. Red insets indicate prior probability for node age, left to right: D. pulex vs. Hexapoda,
higher insects, R. praecursor, P. mirabilis. Blue inset indicates the time range corresponding to the
Collembola vs. higher insects, R. praecursor, P. mirabilis. Blue inset indicates the time range
diversification of collembolan orders.
corresponding to the diversification of collembolan orders.

3.5. Gene Order
3.5. Gene Order
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ancestral gene order (AGO), exemplified by Drosophila; and arrangements observed in Podura,
Sminthurus, and Tetrodontophora (Figures 3,4).
Thirty sequences (18 scaffolds, 11 sequences from the literature, one new sequence) represent

complete genomes and display the pancrustacean AGO. These include 12 sequences with a clear
taxonomic identification and 8 that were identified in [26] (with modifications), with representatives
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pancrustacean ancestral gene order (AGO), exemplified by Drosophila; and arrangements observed in
Podura, Sminthurus, and Tetrodontophora (Figures 3 and 4).
Thirty sequences (18 scaffolds, 11 sequences from the literature, one new sequence) represent
complete genomes and display the pancrustacean AGO. These include 12 sequences with a clear
taxonomic identification and 8 that were identified in [26] (with modifications), with representatives
from all four orders (see Table S4 for a complete list). Sixteen sequences (15 scaffolds, one new sequence)
represent incomplete genomes whose gene order is compatible, limited to the four arrangements known
from Collembola, only with the pancrustacean AGO. These include N. murinus, as well as two scaffolds
identified as Tullbergiidae and one as Parisotoma notabilis L1. Thirteen scaffolds represent incomplete
genomes that are compatible with the pancrustacean AGO, as well as one or more additional gene
orders.
one
wasPEER
identified
Diversity Only
2019, 11,
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REVIEWas Paronellinae. The pancrustacean AGO is dominant in Collembola
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and is observed in all domains of the springtail diversity tree (Figure 4).

Figure 3. Comparison between the ancestral gene order (AGO) and variant gene orders described. *
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sequence
information.
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AGO gene order, and its closest relatives display the AGO gene order. As such, the data suggest a
single origin of this variant gene order, possibly at the base of family Onychiuridae, and its
maintenance in all sampled sequences of the group.
Podura aquatica, nearly complete, displays a unique gene order. Considering that no other
genome that shares any of its two translocations was identified, and that it emerges from a cluster
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four sequences emerge as a monophyletic clade in [26]. None of the four sequences could be
identified, but the lineage emerges from a larger assemblage that contains at least one Dicyrtomidae,
suggesting that it represents a subgroup of Symphypleona alternative to both Dicyrtomidae
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Figure 4. Gene orders observed in Collembola (color coded), overlaid over the phylogenetic tree of [26].

Figure 4. Gene orders observed in Collembola (color coded), overlaid over the phylogenetic tree of
Scaffold s6702 (complete genome), together with scaffolds s6817 (35 genes), s8054 (30 genes),
[26].
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the additional exchange between trnI and trnM. This translocation is observed in the scaffold s8054,
whereas it is not possible to determine its status in scaffolds s6817 and s191403. The four sequences
emerge as a monophyletic clade in [26]. None of the four sequences could be identified, but the
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lineage emerges from a larger assemblage that contains at least one Dicyrtomidae, suggesting that it
represents a subgroup of Symphypleona alternative to both Dicyrtomidae (characterized by the typical
pancrustacean AGO) and S. viridis + allies, (identified by a unique and unrelated gene order).
Scaffold s35470 displays a novel gene order here referred to as novel GO B. The sequence includes
the genomic portion between trnI and trnE, with a total of 20 annotated genes. The gene order differs
from the pancrustacean AGO in the position of trnW and trnC that are not observed in the area between
trnY and nad2, nor in other parts of the sequenced portion. This suggests that they have relocated
elsewhere in the portion of the genome not analyzed. The position of this sequence in the phylogenetic
tree suggests that the new gene order evolved directly from the pancrustacean AGO.
Scaffold s7540, with a total of 34 annotated genes in the region between trnQ and rrnL, displays a
novel gene order that is here referred to as novel GO C. Based on [26], this sequence is related to
S. viridis, which is, in turn, characterized by an unique order, as already identified in [16], and the
two sequences emerge together from an assemblage characterized by the typical pancrustacean AGO.
The novel gene order differs from the pancrustacean AGO for a translocation with inversion of trnD,
that is here found between trnSuga and nad1, and the contiguous exchange between trnT and trnP.
The gene order of S. viridis, in turn, differs from novel GO C for the position of trnF, which is observed
in the former between the A+T-rich region and trnI. The position in the phylogenetic tree and the
comparison of gene order strongly suggest that scaffold s7540 may mark an intermediate step between
the pancrustacean AGO and the arrangement observed in Sminthurus, with two translocations having
taken place along the branch leading to Sminthurus plus scaffold s7540 and one on the branch leading
to Sminthurus after the divergence of scaffold s7540.
4. Discussion
4.1. Structure and Compositional Biases in the Two New Genomes
The two newly sequenced genomes (D. saundersi and N. murinus) conform with the standard
features of hexapod mitochondrial genome, with a compact array of gene sequences and limited
intergenic regions. In terms of gene order, both mtDNAs comply with the typical plesiomorphic state
of Pancrustacea, which is also the most frequently observed in Collembola. Hexapod mitochondrial
genomes are usually characterized by three different biases. Generally, they show an overall nucleotide
content strongly skewed toward a higher frequency of As and Ts, and the two mtDNAs herein described
are not an exception (Tables S2 and S3). The second difference is observed in nucleotide composition
between the J- and N-strand that are AC- and GT-rich, respectively. This has been explained as a
consequence of the peculiar asynchronous and asymmetric replication process, during which it is
mainly the N-strand that persists as single strand, thus being much more affected by deaminations than
the J-strand [29]. While CG-skew values of both strands and genomes conform, with minor exceptions,
with the expected trend, the AT-skew appears to be markedly negative for second codon positions
on the J strand, that in D. saundersi and N. murinus extends to the overall strand (Figures S1 and S2).
These negative values can be explained by taking into account the third bias generally observed in
mitochondrial PCGs, the codon bias. Proteins encoded by the mitochondrial chromosome are generally
to be positioned within the organelle inner membrane, thus requiring mostly hydrophobic amino
acids. During the translational process, the hydrophobic nature of amino acid is associated with the
presence of pyrimidines, and especially of Ts, at second codon positions [48]; accordingly, the AT- and
CG-skew values can be respectively negative or positive, irrespective of the strand in which the PCGs
are oriented (Figures S1 and S2).
4.2. Phylogenetic Analysis
Overall, the topologies obtained from the phylogenetic and dating analyses are grossly congruent,
as well as generally in line with the current taxonomy of the group. Specifically, all lower-level
groups (families and below) are well supported and in line with current taxonomic hypotheses,
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with the possible exception of the monophyly of Hypogastruridae and the erratic position of
s7124_Tullbergiidae. Higher-level groups are somehow more problematic, as basal nodes are less
supported and some inter-order relationships can vary in different reconstructions. Focusing on the
monophyly and relationships between the four orders, which is possibly one of the most interesting
issues, our reconstructions support the monophyly of all four groups (not considering the erratic
placement of s7124_Tullbergiidae), and the sister group relationship between Entomobryomorpha
and Symphypleona. This is an interesting result per se, as it negates the validity of Arthropleona, i.e.,
a unique origin of all elongated Collembola (Poduromorpha and Entomobryomorpha), a super-order
group that, although long dismissed [13,49], has been at the core of our interpretation of springtail
evolution for decades. Noteworthy, a relationship between Entomobryomorpha and Symphypleona
has already found some support in the analysis of retro-cerebral endocrine structures and chaetotaxy,
as well as the shared reduction of thorax I [12,15,49]. The relative position of Neelipleona and
Poduromorpha with respect to Entomobryomorpha+Symphypleona is more problematic, as support
values are not conclusive for the relevant nodes and different analyses identify two different
scenarios, namely: (a) (((Symphypleona+Entomobryomorpha), Poduromorpha), Neelipleona) and (b)
((Symphypleona+Entomobryomorpha), (Poduromorpha+Neelipleona)) (see Results section). This is a
limitation of the current analysis, as it makes it difficult to compare body plan of four orders. Notably,
both scenarios have been proposed in previous studies [20,50].
As a further outlook on phylogeny, gene order data is liable to provide strong evidence for the
monophyly of a group when more than one sequence share a derived gene order. Nevertheless,
the paucity of gene order rearrangements observed in Collembola, their distribution, and the exclusion
of scaffold with an uncertain taxonomic identification from the phylogenetic analysis, limited the utility
of this marker to only one node, namely Onychiuridae, that receives support from sequence-based
analyses as well (Figure 1).
At shallower taxonomic levels, our analysis supports a derived position of P. aquatica (Poduridae),
associated with Neanuridae within Poduromorpha. Given the debate over an aquatic origin of
Hexapoda and, among these, Collembola, associated with the early colonization of land and based on
its semi-aquatic status, P. aquatica has been at length considered a primitive springtail and an indication
of the aquatic origin of these latter. The position of P. aquatica was revised in [14], which suggested its
placement within a paraphyletic Hypogastruridae that was, in turn, a sister group to the Neanuridae,
therefore arguing that P. aquatica could not be interpreted as a primarily semi-aquatic species, nor a
proof of the semi-aquatic origin of the class as a whole. Our results support this latter view.
4.3. Dating Analysis
The dating analysis produced a hypothetical time frame for the collembolan evolution. Limited to
key events, the diversification of springtail orders may have taken place in the Silurian period,
followed by family level diversification that occupied the rest of the Paleozoic and extended through the
Triassic. Species-level diversification is recovered as Cenozoic, with some older instances. Following the
finding of fossil R. praecursor from the Devonian, the notion that Collembola are an old taxon is well
acknowledged. Nevertheless, it is important to note that R. praecursor is not to be identified as a basal
springtail, associated with the first appearance of the taxon, but rather represents a fairly derived
form, being identified as belonging to modern family Isotomidae. Accordingly, the appearance and
basal diversification of Collembola predates the fossil and is here hypothesized as having taken place
in the Silurian. This observation is in line with the presence, in upper Silurian strata, of coprolites
of likely collembolan origin [51], which suggest that springtails may have been common since that
period. These dates are further in line with the hypothesis, presented in [3], that the diversification of
Collembola is to be related with the diffusion of vascular plants in the Silurian period and the associated
formation of significant layers of soil, the typical habitat of modern Collembola, in the Devonian.
The inclusion of three pairs of taxa that belong to the same species (F. antarctica, F. candida,
and P. notabilis) opens to the possibility to date the emergence of species, an uncommon possibility
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in genome-wide dating analyses [52,53]. The dates obtained for species diversification are fairly old,
namely 47–92 Mya. While the identification of very old lineages of Collembola that persisted through
extensive evolutionary time, well into the Miocene, is not new [54,55], the dates obtained in this study
tend to be significantly older, in the early Tertiary. A possible technical justification for this difference
is that the aforementioned studies are based on a rate of 2.3%-5%/My, while the current study relies on
an internal calibration point. This interpretation of very old species may nevertheless be also biased
by the fact that alpha-biodiversity in Collembola is notoriously heavily underestimated [4], and it
is not inconceivable that these pairs of conspecific taxa may in the future be described as separate
entities. Specifically, the two individuals of F. antarctica come from different bioregions of Antarctica,
an unlikely occurrence that is leading to the revision of the entire group [56,57] and the interpretation
of F. candida, as well as P. notabilis, as single species is not unproblematic [55,58].
Some of the difficulties encountered in the present analysis suggest a possible prospect for dating
analyses in Collembola. Dating is heavily based on the availability of calibration points, that in turn
require, if a fossil is used as a calibration point: (a) a fossil; (b) a date for the fossil; and (c) the possibility
to relate the fossil to a specific node on the tree. While recent fossils for Collembola are available,
Paleozoic fossils, of primary importance here, are exceedingly rare, in fact limited to R. praecursor,
P. mirabilis, and a series of coprolites tentatively interpreted as of collembolan origin. Dates for the
aforementioned fossils are available, although the antiquity of R. praecursor has been hotly debated
in the past. The attribution of the two aforementioned fossils to specific taxonomic groups is, on the
other hand, somehow more problematic. Although further morphological analyses are still ongoing,
R. praecursor is currently recognized as an isotomid [7], but has been variously associated to different
modern taxa, including Neanuridae/Poduromorpha [59,60], or basal Entomobryomorpha [61,62].
P. mirabilis is similarly described as an entomobryid, but displays a number of features that would
suggest its placement in a derived entomobryid group, namely Lepidocyrtinae. These uncertainties
become further exacerbated by two aspects: a) sequence data sets are taxonomically incomplete,
because of sample limitations (i.e., sequence data is not available for all taxa) as well as the obvious
impossibility to sample extinct taxa; and b) the uncertainty in the attribution of the fossil to the crown
group (i.e., a node enclosed by modern available taxa) or to the stem group (i.e., including the stem up
to the closest available neighbor that does not belong to the group). This is of key importance in the
current (and foreseeable) dating analyses of Collembola, as fossils are used to define the minimal age
of a group in a context where, in the absence of the calibrator, nodes tend to be more recent than the
fossil would suggest. As such, the importance of paleontological studies cannot be underestimated in
this context, as they address these aspects explicitly, besides providing a description of the fossil and a
tentative taxonomic attribution.
4.4. Gene Order
The present analysis of gene order in Collembola, based on new data (a revision of previously
described genomes and the integration of a large metagenomic data [26]), marks a significant
increase in the amount of available information. The number of analyzed genomes increased from
17 (15 complete, i.e., all 37 genes mapped) to 74 (39 complete), with a 4.4 × increase, while the
number of different gene orders recorded increased from 4 (3 complete) to 8 (4 complete), with a
2 × increase. The inclusion of metagenomic data, nevertheless, came at a cost, with only 42% of
the new genomes being complete and only 31% having and associated taxonomic identification,
with different degrees of uncertainty. Although (a) the sampling of Collembola is by no means
complete (as more than 9000 species have been described for the group [63] and the vast majority
remains unexplored in terms of mitochondrial gene order), and (b) samples are not evenly distributed
across known collembolan diversity (as tropical island species dominate metagenomic data and
Isotomidae/Onychiuridae/Antarctic species are over-represented in classical studies due to a specific
interest of some of the research groups involved), the sizable—for a group of this dimension—overall
coverage (0.8%) allows for some consideration of larger breadth and the identification of a general
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pattern in the data. The Pancrustacea AGO appears to be the plesiomorphic state for Collembola—it is
numerically dominant in the group and distributed all across the diversity tree. Variant gene orders,
on the other hand, emerge in scattered positions on the tree, and in every major instance, it is possible
to hypothesize that the novel gene order arose independently from others by direct modification of
the ancestral Pancrustacea GO. Of the seven variant gene orders, only one is found in a substantial
number of species/scaffolds, namely that which is already described for T. bielanensis [25]. Based on
available taxonomic information, this order may be associated with the family Onychiuridae [64].
The remaining six variant gene orders, which include those previously described for S. viridis [10]
and P. aquatica [64], are on the other hand restricted to 1–4 species/scaffolds each. Hence, it seems
that only one rearrangement took place during the early diversification of Collembola, namely at
the onset of the family Onychiuridae, while the rest may have originated more recently and may be
restricted to groups at a shallow level of diversity. The distribution of gene order changes along the
tree leads to some additional considerations. Based on (a) the notion that such changes are rare events
and (b) a simple model where changes are randomly distributed along the tree, the occurrence of
gene rearrangements in two contiguous nodes would be expected to be an extremely unlikely event.
Nevertheless, it is possible to observe two instances of this pattern in our reconstruction: the mutation
of AGO to new GO C to the Sminthurus arrangement and the mutation of AGO to new GO A and
then to new GO D. Albeit with limited numbers (which in turn does not suggest the possibility of a
formal statistical analysis), the reconstruction presented here suggests that the occurrence of a first
gene order modification may increase the chance of a second modification occurring in the short term
along the same line. Although it is not possible at present to provide a satisfactory interpretation of
this observation, a possible line of reasoning may be suggested. The occurrence, throughout Metazoa,
of a number of different gene orders, with apparently no preference over a specific order as long as
all genes are present and complete, suggests that different gene orders are equally functional/viable.
Nevertheless, the mitochondrial genome is a strongly integrated system, with mechanisms such as
genome duplication, transcription, and regulation, which act over sets of multiple genes. As such,
the first event may create a viable gene order, confirmed by the fact that this is propagated to successive
generations, but somehow disturb the internal equilibrium of the genome, creating the condition for a
second event on the short term. If this proves to be the case, it would be possible that, as sampling
becomes more and more dense, gene order changes that are now interpreted as one mutation composed
of more than one translocation/inversion (e.g., two in Tetrodontophora and two in Podura) may in fact be
reinterpreted as two mutation events occurring along a same lineage. This is, in turn, visible in our
reconstruction with new GO C, which marks an intermediate step between AGO and the Sminthurus
arrangement and new GO A that marks an intermediate step between AGO and new GO D. In terms of
phylogenetic utility (i.e., the use of shared rearrangements to support a monophyletic origin of different
lineages), it is possible to hypothesize that no information is liable to be produced for inter-order
relationships, as it is now well established that the basal gene order of the four orders is the same as
Collembola. Possible information at deep-to-intermediate (e.g., family) level is likely to be produced
for Onychiuridae per se or for groups associated with this latter, while it is unlikely that an equally
large assemblage, to date undetected, may exist at deep taxonomic levels that share an additional
variant gene order. Information at shallow (e.g., genus) level is equally likely to be produced, as variant
gene orders have been, and may be expected to be, described in roughly 9% of species. These will,
nevertheless, most likely be shared by groups of closely related species at shallow taxonomic levels,
and their finding in different areas of collembolan diversity is totally unpredictable. The occurrence of
multiple changes along a line, discussed above, may further increase the phylogenetic utility of gene
order changes.
Given the peculiarities of the data set—which includes a large number of genomes, which although
partly incomplete, possibly provide a substantial coverage of mitogenome diversity in the class
at variance with more typical approaches (where a limited number of genomes is included that,
although complete, are by no means representative)—we evaluated the opportunity of a less-stringent
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approach to gene order comparison as the best option to valorize the specificities of the current data
set (see Methods section). Most importantly, partially incomplete genomes were analyzed in terms
of ‘compatibility’ to other known complete genomes, indicating as ‘compatible’ any partial genome
that does not display differences from a known gene order. While incomplete genomes compatible
with more than one known arrangement (i.e., those that do not cover an area where two known gene
order differ) were observed and identified as such, these were tentatively interpreted as sharing the
gene order of their closest relatives. This approach is, in our view, more appropriate, in order to
take full advantage of the data in case of large and taxonomically representative gene order data sets,
and justified under the assumption that gene order rearrangements are rare events, and therefore
absence of evidence of gene order differences, in a sufficiently representative data set between two
phylogenetically related genomes can be taken as a preliminary indication, with due caution, of a
shared gene order.
5. Conclusions
One of the explicit aims of this study was to evaluate the possibilities and possible drawbacks
of the inclusion of mitochondrial metagenomic data in more traditional studies on mitochondrial
genome diversity. With costs dropping for Next Generation Sequencing, and the increasing difficulty
in developing morphology-based studies due to the specificity of expertise required, it is foreseeable
that the production and availability of mitochondrial metagenomic data for biodiversity studies will
increase significantly in the near future. On the other hand, the classic strategy of determining the
sequence of individual genomes from taxonomically selected and identified material is becoming less
competitive in terms of time and costs.
Metagenomic data sets differ from classic data sets in a number of aspects, both in the methodology
for data production and in the nature of the data produced [65]. They tend to be extremely rich in
terms of the amount of sequences produced but, at the same time (a) are generally incomplete, i.e.,
only a subset of genomes is closed and includes all 37 genes; (b) have some degree of uncertainty
associated with sequence assembly and gene annotation; and (c) have no a priori taxonomic attribution,
although this information can be inferred a posteriori. These issues can be effectively approached by
filtering data for the presence/quality of a taxonomic identification and for completeness, followed by
a quality check on the assembled data set (i.e., length distribution in single gene alignments, low score
alignments, presence of stop codons) and/or on the results (i.e., manually revising all scaffold that
present a unique and novel gene order). While these filtering steps are liable to reduce the number of
usable sequences substantially, the generally very large amount of starting data may counterbalance
for data filtering. In our case, the starting data set included 183 scaffolds with an annotated gene
content of 14 ± 12 genes (mean, standard deviation), and only 19 (~10%) had an associated taxonomic
identification, at least to the family level. Filtering led to the inclusion of 13 genomes (~7%) in
the phylogenetic analysis and 57 (~31%) genomes for gene order analysis. Diminutive as this may
look, this produced a significant increase (1.7 × in the phylogenetic analysis, 4.4 × in gene order
analysis) compared to classic data produced in 18 years since the sequencing of the first complete
mitochondrial genome of a springtail. As such, we envision the deployment of metagenomic data
sets, possibly developed for other purposes, as a feasible strategy to complement classic mitochondrial
genome data for the study of phylogeny and gene order evolution, and the development of improved
bioinformatic approaches to help standardize the procedure and limit the need of manual intervention.
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